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Abstract—A change in the electricity consumption is taking
place, where one of the main reasons is the large increase in
Distributed Generation, as photovoltaic (PV) systems and electric
batteries in the low voltage (LV) distribution grid. This could
translate in specific cases into a situation of increased peak load
and bigger voltage fluctuation. Therefore, an effective control
of the grid voltage is necessary to achieve a stable energy
supply from renewable sources. What services can a battery
provide? The authors present an analysis of voltage control and
other battery services in a LV grid. A flexible model based on
Python is developed and used to solve a multi-period optimal
power flow problem. They propose an optimised distributed
voltage regulation. The power flow equations are linearised
around a stable operation point, which allows high feasibility
and computation speed. Then a receding horizon framework is
described, including 24h and 1h updated forecasts. The analysis
is performed on a LV network with large loads of a stadium, large
PV generation (690kWp) and with a 1MWh battery. The new
method provides an optimization of the grid operation (reduced
voltage variation and cost of energy imported from the grid)
under different seasonal weeks.

Index Terms—Battery use, voltage control, complex power,
multi-period optimal power flow, receding horizon, low voltage,
PV

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy plays a critical role in today’s society. Human
beings rely on technology in most parts of the world, which
depends heavily on energy availability. Traditional energy
sources are fossil-based (e.g. coal, petroleum, natural gas),
which inherently translate into pollution of the environment,
climate change and limited supply [1]. These limitations have
conducted scientists, industry and society to develop and use
other types of energy sources which are more environmentally
friendly and which do not have limited availability. Moreover,
different international and national agreements seek to set
limits to harmful gas emissions and increase the share of
renewable energy generation. For example, Germany’s En-

ergiewende plans to increase above 50 % of renewable energy
share by 2050 [2] in Germany.

A consequence of renewable energy sources is the popu-
larisation of decentralised energy generation, where energy
is produced in small locations instead of big power plants.
This, added to the fluctuation and the uncertainty of many
of the renewable energy sources used (e.g. wind, PV) puts
attention to the operation of distribution networks by using
new technologies to control the parameters that guarantee an
efficient and stable electricity distribution [3]. The current
grid was designed for the past energy situation, where big
power plants produced large amounts of energy which is then
distributed to the consumers, and the technologies for control,
measurement and communication were not well developed.
Nowadays, the ability to easily measuring parameters in the
grid and the largest presence of distributed energy generation
allows a wider use of different electricity tariffs and other
business models. Examples of these business models include
self-sufficiency of consumers with own generation or even
selling the excessive energy, also called prosumers. Thus, the
future grid will become more complex and challenging to
manage [4]. The presence of renewable generation such as PV
and wind increase uncertainty in energy production. To tackle
this problem several studies address different ways to consider
uncertainty in energy dispatchers, by combining uncertainty of
PV generation and load as in [5], and extending it to include
electric vehicle state of charge uncertainty in [6]. That causes
the sampling period to be reduced from hours to minutes
[7]. Nowadays with the help of smart meters, the ability to
read loads and generation values from 1 minute to two hours
allows better control over the LV distribution network [8]. In
literature it is common to see analysis performed on data with
15 minute resolution [9], [10]. Nevertheless, this work is more
oriented to 15 minute resolution schedules (though available
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data has hourly resolution) and not very-short time voltage
stabilization.

One of the most noticeable changes occurring in the dis-
tribution networks is the significant increase in the share of
distributed generators (DG), such as PV solar power inte-
gration [11]. The inverter systems (for PV or battery) can
provide reactive power control [12], which can help to regulate
distribution network voltages. In cases where loads are large
and there is a deficit of reactive power support, the voltage
stability might be at risk. With the increasing amount of
installed DG, a study of voltage in the distribution network
might be necessary [11].

Several contributions in literature address the optimal volt-
age control of distribution networks with large amount of DG,
such as high presence of PV and batteries. There are different
approaches in the literature to this topic. Some authors [13]
focus on analysing a distribution network with PV generation
and a battery, employing linearised AC Power Flow Equations,
addressing PV uncertainty and including a battery model.
However, the combined study of big centralised battery uses
(especially for voltage control) and the economic study in LV
grids is not easily found in literature. In [14], some different
grid services that a battery can provide are analysed, giving
promising results for battery presence in the distribution grid.
On the other hand, voltage control is left for future work.
The studies done in [15], [16] show that a big centralised
battery is more appropriate for a grid with voltage deviation,
to achieve lower distribution losses and to mitigate thermal
overload of distributed generation at LV levels. There are some
works that analyse the coordination between PV and On-Load
Tap Changer and PV inverters [17], but where battery is not
considered.

An extensive study of the value of battery has been done in
[18]. There, the different services that a battery can provide
and the added value are thoroughly explained. Nevertheless,
in the case of voltage regulation there is only one study to be
found, and for other services its value depends greatly on the
project. Therefore, more study cases are relevant to acquire
new knowledge about the value of batteries. Another real case
study of battery uses is done in [14], but leaves voltage control
provided by the battery for future work. Different studies that
treat different battery uses for grid applications include [19]
and [20]. Their conclusions contribute positively for battery
installation in grids, and specifically in LV networks, though
they mention the need for more models and validation of them
using real data. This paper analyses the influence of a big
battery and PV located in a LV network, as opposed to the
common decentralised PV and battery systems analysed in
literature.

The greater part of battery studies and renewable penetration
is done in medium voltage (MV) networks [21], [22], and
there are not many open data sets available for European LV
standard distribution feeders. IEEE Power and Energy society
has only recently developed standard LV networks [23], and

another smaller LV options are described in [24].
Nonetheless, there is a good contribution to battery usage

and LV Optimal Power Flow in [25], [26], [27]. The main fo-
cus is set on battery siting and sizing and developing different
methods to obtain accurate, but computationally inexpensive
formulations for the Power Flow Equations. This topic is out
of the scope of this paper, which on the other hand, uses a
linearisation of the equations around the operating point.

In [28], a receding horizon control algorithm has been
proposed with the objectives of minimising line losses and
storage use in a real LV network. However, the different uses
of the batteries are not analysed. A voltage control analysis
is performed in [29], but considers that PV and battery are
connected to the same bus being the main focus voltage control
through the PV inverter.

In this paper, an optimised distributed voltage regulation
scheme is proposed that uses the inverters of batteries and
PV, as well as the battery capacity to control the voltage
and to provide other services. Additionally, a novel tool for
distribution grid voltage control optimisation is developed
considering uncertainty in PV generation in a receding horizon
with low computational effort. This tool is employed on a
real demo-case based on a football stadium. The objective is
to study the cost-benefit on improved voltage regulation and
other uses of the battery.

This paper summarises the most important aspects devel-
oped in the master’s thesis [30]. This thesis is part of the
IntegER1 project, which is an Innovation Project in Business
and Industry (IPN), with founding from the Research Council
of Norway under the ENERGIX2 programme. The project
aims to find new guidelines and acquire knowledge for the
use of storage (mainly batteries) and its integration into the
Norwegian distribution grid. Therefore, the role of the battery
and its possible uses is studied in detail.

As part of the development of the ideas of this paper, a
demo-case is analysed. Skagerak EnergiLAB3 serves as an
example of a distribution grid, with a large penetration of PV
contribution (5330m2 installed on the roof of the stadium,
3230 PV modules with 690kWp installed capacity) and as
well as the presence of a battery with 1MWh/1MW capacity,
both connected to a different substation in the grid. The current
topology looks this way because the main stadium loads and
PV are connected to a substation and the battery, floodlights
and other loads are connected to a second substation. However,
one of the topologies of interest is a microgrid connecting both
substations including PV and battery in the same network. The
schematics of the network are displayed in Figure 1.

Regarding tools available to solve optimal power flow prob-
lems, some MATLAB-based tools exist, like MATPOWER
[31], as well as Python-based toolboxes [32]. However, as

1Link to the project: https://www.sintef.no/en/projects/integer-integration-
of-energy-storage-in-the-distribution-grid/

2Link to the programme: https://www.forskningsradet.no/prognett-energix/
3Link (Norwegian): https://www.skageraknett.no/skagerak-

energilab/category1560.html
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part of IntegER project, an in-house flexible tool to study
electric storage was desired. The new tool allows the study of
different electric power systems where battery and distributed
generation are present.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II the
problem formulation is described. The demo-case is presented
in Section III. The receding horizon algorithm used in the
simulation is shown in Section IV. Finally, the results of the
simulations are explained in Section V and Section VI presents
the conclusions and future work.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, the theoretical and mathematical formulation
of the demo-case N = 30 bus system is modelled with power-
based considerations, for the required voltage control analysis.
It is modelled as a single line network and referenced to a
per unit system to handle the different voltages. The general
assumptions taken in this paper are:

• The slack bus can provide the required active and reactive
power.

• A linearisation of the power flow equations is described in
this section. This results in simplification and fast solving
of the problem.

• The LV distribution network is considered as a single-line
AC grid. The lines are considered short, so that no shunt
admittance is present.

• PV system and battery are modelled through the complex
power provided or absorbed by the inverter, considering
that the AC active power is equal to the DC power of
these systems.

A bus set Setbus = [1, ..., N ] is defined with the number
of buses of the system. The slack bus is set to bus number
1. The system has a battery connected in bus nB ∈ Setbus
and a PV system connected to a different bus npv ∈ Setbus,
where nB 6= npv 6= 1. The model is done using Python4

(version 3.6) and one of its optimisation packages (Pyomo,
[33]). The system changes over time in the time period t ∈
[1, ..., T ], where T is the simulation horizon. The model of
the different distribution network units is done similarly to
the one suggested by [34], which collects common practices
and assumptions used in literature for Optimal Power Flow
problems in distribution grids.

A. Modelling the Line Limits

A way to model line limitations is by setting a constraint
that limits the current flowing through each line.

− Ilim ≤
N∑
j=1

(Vi(t)− Vj(t)) · Yij ≤ Ilim ∀i ∈ Setbus (1)

4https://www.python.org/

B. Slack Bus

The slack bus is defined in this system as bus 1, where
power is exchanged with the grid (exporting and importing).
P1 is the net power in bus 1 and if P1 is positive, the system
imports energy from the grid and if negative the system exports
energy to the grid. Reactive power (Q1) is also provided by
the slack bus when it is required by the system. The maximum
active and reactive power exchanged is limited at the bus 1.

Pmin ≤ P1(t) ≤ Pmax (2)

Qmin ≤ Q1(t) ≤ Qmax (3)

To determine how much power is exported and imported, two
positive variables are defined: Pexport and Pimport.

P1(t) = Pimport(t)− Pexport(t) (4)

Pexport(t) ≥ 0, Pimport(t) ≥ 0 (5)

C. General Bus with Generation and Load

The rest of buses i 6= 1 are PQ buses with generation and
load is composed with an active, PGi and PLi and reactive
component, QGi and QLi , where G represents the generation
power and L the load. In case that no load or generation is
present at a specific bus, values are equal to 0.

Pi(t) = PGi (t)− PLi (t) (6)

Qi(t) = QGi (t)−QLi (t) (7)

D. PV Modelling

The PV system is capable of providing reactive power
using an inverter. The total apparent power that the inverter
is capable to inject to the grid is defined as Sinv,npv , and the
generation power of the PV system (PGnpv

and QGnpv
) is limited

by the apparent power, as seen in equation (8).

S2
inv,npv

(t) ≥ (PGnpv
)2(t) + (QGnpv

)2(t) (8)

The active power generated by the PV system is assumed to
be equal to the maximum power point, PMPPT,npv

produced
by the PV model.

PGnpv
(t) = PMPPT,npv

(t) (9)

In order to limit the reactive power that can be used, it is
controlled by the limitations of the inverter, as shown in
equation (10).

Qinv,npv,min ≤ QGnpv
≤ Qinv,npv,max (10)

A bus nPV is composed by a PV system that works as a
generator and a load in that bus.

Pnpv
(t) = PGnpv

(t)− PLnpv
(t) (11)

Qnpv (t) = QGnpv
(t)−QLnpv

(t) (12)
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Fig. 1. The topology of the demo-case. Bars represent bus bars at different voltages, two circles interconnected represent transformers between the networks
with different nominal voltage, squares and rectangles represent nodes, black arrows loads, triangles are inverters (battery and PV). The blue squares represent
PV modules and the battery is indicated as a battery symbol. Nodes are connected through lines. Each node is defined by a name composed of a number (e.g.
1), which are the medium voltage nodes or a combination of letters and a number (e.g. B1 or S2) which are the nodes at low voltage, defining the letter
the subnetwork where the node is located: B is the battery subnetwork, S the main stadium subnetwork, PV is the PV system and H the household and
commercial subnetwork.

E. Battery Modelling

The battery is modelled using the equations eqs. (13) to (17)
described below. SoC describes the state of charge of the
battery and ηch and ηdisch are the efficiencies of charge and
discharge respectively. The charge and discharge power, which
are positive are defined as Pch and Pdisch respectively, with
∆t as the length of each time step.

SoC(t) = SoC(t−1)−Pdisch(t)·∆t· 1

ηdisch
+Pch(t)·∆t·ηch

(13)
SoC(t) ≤ SoCmax (14)

SoC(t) ≥ SoCmin (15)

0 ≤ Pch(t) ≤ P chmax (16)

0 ≤ Pdisch(t) ≤ P dischmax (17)

F. Bus with Battery and Load

The battery is located at bus nB and it behaves both as a
load (when charging the battery) and as a generator (when
discharging), and the battery inverter can absorb and inject
reactive power to the grid, defined as Qabs and Qinj . Thus, the
generation and load power at the bus is described in equations
eqs. (18) to (21).

PGnB
(t) = Pdisch(t)− Pch(t) (18)

PLnB
(t) = P loadnB

(19)

QGnB
(t) = Qinj(t)−Qabs(t) (20)

QLnB
(t) = QloadnB

(t) (21)

The power balance at the bus is then defined in equations (22)
and (23).

PnB
(t) = PGnB

(t)− PLnB
(t) (22)

QnB
(t) = QGnB

(t)−QLnB
(t) (23)

The total power at the bus has to fulfil the limitations of the
inverter.

S2
inv,nB

(t) ≥ (Pdisch(t)− Pch(t))2 + (Qinj(t)−Qabs(t))2
(24)

The reactive power injected and absorbed can be limited.

Qinv,nB ,min ≤ (Qinj(t)−Qabs(t)) ≤ Qinv,nB ,max,

Qinj(t) ≥ 0, Qabs(t) ≥ 0
(25)

G. Power Flow
The classical power flow equations for each node i over the

rest of the nodes j are written below.

Pi(t) =
N∑
j=1

Yij [Vi(t) · Vj(t) · cos(δi(t)) · cos(δi(t) + θij)

+Vi(t) · Vj(t) · sin(δi(t)) · sin(δi(t) + θij)]
(26)
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Qi(t) =
N∑
j=1

Yij [Vi(t) · Vj(t) · sin(δi(t)) · cos(δi(t) + θij)

−Vi(t) · Vj(t) · cos(δi(t)) · sin(δi(t) + θij)]
(27)

The equations are subject to voltage limitations.

Vmin ≤ Vi(t) ≤ Vmax ∀i ∈ Setbus (28)

The Power Flow Equations are non-linear and computation-
ally demanding to solve. Therefore, simplifications are com-
monly found in literature [26]. One of the possible solutions
is to linearise the equations around an operation point, which
is achieved by means of first order Taylor series. A similar
approach is done in [35]. This simplifies the cost sacrificing ac-
curacy, but considering the complexity of power flow equations
and the scope of the paper this is a reasonable assumption. The
mathematical expression of the n order Taylor series can be
seen in equation (29).

F (x) =
∞∑
n=0

f (n)(x0)

n!
· (x− x0) (29)

Where,

F (x) : The linear version of the original function

f : The function to be linearised

n : The order of the derivative

x : The variable of the function f

x0 : The operational point of the linearisation

By rearranging the equations (26) and (27), grouping sets of
variables, they can be expressed as in (30) and (31).

Pi(t) =
N∑
j=1

Yij [fijA(t) + fijB(t)] (30)

Qi(t) =
N∑
j=1

Yij [gijA(t) + gijB(t)] (31)

Where,

fijA(t) = Vi(t) · Vj(t) · cos(δi(t)) · cos(δi(t) + θij)

fijB(t) = Vi(t) · Vj(t) · sin(δi(t)) · sin(δi(t) + θij)

gijA(t) = Vi(t) · Vj(t) · sin(δi(t)) · cos(δi(t) + θij)

gijB(t) = −Vi(t) · Vj(t) · cos(δi(t)) · sin(δi(t) + θij)

The main aspect of the linearisation process is to evaluate f1i,
f2i, g1i and g2i around the working point x0, represented by
the following per unit values,

(Vi0, Vj0, δi0, δj0) = (1, 1, 0, 0)

When the proposed linearisation method is applied, each linear
equation can be named hm and its linearisation is solved as
follows,

hm = h(Vi, Vj , δi, δj)

hm0 = h(Vi0, Vj0, δi0, δj0)

hm = hm0 +K1(Vi − 1) +K2(Vj − 1) +K3(δi) +K4(δj)

Where,

K1 =
∂h

∂Vi

∣∣∣
m=m0

K2 =
∂h

∂Vj

∣∣∣
m=m0

K3 =
∂h

∂δi

∣∣∣
m=m0

K4 =
∂h

∂δj

∣∣∣
m=m0

By employing this methodology, the equations f1i, f2i, g1i
and g2i are linearised,

FijA(t) = cos(θij) + cos(θij) · (Vi(t)− 1)+

cos(θij) · (Vj(t)− 1)− sin(θij) · δj(t)
(32)

FijB(t) = sin(θij) · δi(t) (33)

GijA(t) = cos(θij) · δi(t) (34)

GijB(t) = −[sin(θij) + sin(θij) · (Vi(t)− 1)+

sin(θij) · (Vj(t)− 1) + cos(θij) · δj(t)]
(35)

The linearised power flow equations is composed by the linear
equations above,

Pi(t) =

N∑
j=1

Yij [FijA(t) + FijB(t)] (36)

Qi(t) =
N∑
j=1

Yij [GijA(t) +GijB(t)] (37)

And when expanded, the linearised form of the power flow
equations are obtained.

Pi(t) =
N∑
j=1

Yij [cos(θij) + cos(θij) · (Vi(t)− 1)+

cos(θij) · (Vj(t)− 1)− sin(θij) · δj(t) + sin(θij) · δi(t)]
(38)

Qi(t) =

N∑
j=1

Yij [cos(θij) · δi(t)− cos(θij) · δj(t)−

sin(θij)− sin(θij) · (Vi(t)− 1)− sin(θij) · (Vj(t)− 1)]
(39)
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H. Objective Function

Following the objectives of distribution grid voltage control,
the main objective function of the problem is to reduce
the voltage deviation from the operating point 1 p.u. This
operating point has been chosen to fulfil the requirements
of a distribution grid: keep the voltage level in acceptable
range at the consumer terminals, increase the stability margin
and protect the equipment from voltage deviations over long
periods of time. Therefore, reducing the voltage deviations is
the main focus of this paper.

The degrees of freedom of the problem are defined by all
decision variables and state variables (which depend on the
decision variables). They are represented with the vectors u
and x respectively.

u = (P1, Q1, P
G
nB
, QGnB

, QGnpv
)

x = (Vi:i∈Setbus
, δi:i∈Setbus

, Pi:i∈[2...N ], Qi:i∈[2...N ])

These vectors have values for every time step t ∈ [1...T ], but
they are displayed as scalar variables for clarity’s sake.

To improve voltage control, a decision variable which is
the voltage deviation from the operation point is set in the
objective function. Thus, the optimisation problem tries to
minimise the voltage deviation from the operating voltage for
all buses and time periods.

min
u,x

T∑
t=1

N∑
i=1

|Vi(t)− 1| (40)

However, the solver used for the simulation has troubles to
handle absolute values. vdev,i is declared and it has to fulfil
the constraint equations (42) which is a linear expression for
absolute voltage deviation from operation point:

min
u,x

T∑
t=1

N∑
i=1

vdev,i(t) (41)

vdev,i(t) ≥ Vi(t)− 1, vdev,i(t) ≥ 1− Vi(t), vdev,i(t) ≥ 0
(42)

With the aforementioned formulation, the variable vdev,i rep-
resents the absolute deviation from the operation point (hence
the positive value) employing exclusively linear constraints.

III. DEMO-CASE DESCRIPTION

A. Topology of the Distribution Grid

In the real demo-case grid there are two LV networks con-
nected to the PV substation and the battery substation respec-
tively. The PV substation is at the same time composed by two
transformers connected to two groups of loads with different
nominal voltages: 400V (stadium loads) and 240V (industrial
and household clients). Since the Skagerak EnergiLAB is
not yet completed, the current topology is missing the PV
and battery connections, which is estimated based on the
information provided by Skagerak Nett.

1) Loads: The loads are shown in Figure 1 as black
arrows, located at the end of the branches. They correspond
to different customers. On each node there might be from 1
to several aggregated clients. They correspond to commercial
and residential consumption points. One of the most important
things to note are the floodlights located on node B2. Another
large load is the one located in the nodes S2. On the 240V
side, there is one large load, which is H12. The loads at the
nodes S4, S5, H4, H6, B3 are noticeable but lower than
those mentioned previously. The loads located at S6, H8, H9,
H10 are considerably smaller and lack load measurements,
therefore they are estimated based on yearly values.

2) PV generation: The PV system consists of three sepa-
rated main modules, one on each roof of the stadium (beside
the north roof area). These three groups contain several invert-
ers each. In order to model them, four nodes are added into the
topology: PV 1, PV 2, PV 3 and PV 4. PV 1 is connected to
S1 and has a module connected to, which represents 38.5% of
the total power generated on all modules. S1 is also connected
to PV 2, which is a link for the other two PV modules, located
in nodes PV 3 and PV 4, which represent 23% and 38.5% of
the total power respectively. Even though there are more than
three PV inverters, three “aggregated” inverters are assumed,
which will represent the total active and reactive power of the
three PV modules.

Other important properties of the PV system are:
• Total installed power: 690kWp
• Total inverter capacity: 750kV A

B. Battery Characteristics

The battery is a Lithium-ion type connected through an in-
verter under the transformer in the battery substation. Through
a cable it is linked to the bar B1 as another load/generator, in
a new node B4.

The operation properties of the battery are described below:
• Total battery capacity: 1MWh.
• Maximum charge and discharge power: ±333.3kW (the

battery can be charged and discharged in three hours,
which is the recommended battery capacity when the sta-
dium is connected to the grid, compared to the maximum
1MW capacity for off-grid mode).

• Charge/discharge efficiency: 0.95.
• Inverter capacity: 2.5% larger than the maximum charge-

discharge power (in order to be capable of using reactive
power at any operation point).

C. Total System

Once the grid has been completely defined and modelled,
the simulation can be performed. It consists on 30 nodes, it has
a battery and 3 PV modules with an inverter each. The total
topology can be seen in Figure 1. The battery and PV modules
will not be directly connected in the real grid due to practical
issues. However, as a part of the study it is very relevant to
include the battery and floodlight loads in the stadium grid, to
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study the whole system as a smart grid. Thus, for the system
analysis the battery substation does not provide any energy,
and the two grids are connected through a line going from
B1 to S1.

Then, the formulation of the problem is applied on the
demo-case. The PV equations are updated with the three PV
modules. nPV is the set of PV nodes, which is nPV ∈
[PV 1, PV 3, PV 4]. The modelling of the PV system is divided
into two groups depending on the forecast horizon. A first
short term deterministic forecast that covers h hours is applied.
Then, the PV is modelled for the rest of the horizon (from h to
T ) employing a chance-constraint of the active power. That is
defined with a given monthly maximum and minimum quan-
tiles of historic PV production, πP (for example, the lowest
boundary could be the quantile 0.01 and the highest 0.99, in
order to include all possible outcomes of PV production). To
obtain historical PV production on the site, the only available
data are radiation (in kW/m2) because the PV installation is
very recent. Then, the power is obtained from the system’s PV
surface, solar radiation and characteristics of the module and
environment using a linear method based on the one used in
[36].

PPV = cF · ηPV · ηbos · SPV · prad (43)

where PPV is the power generated by the PV system in kW,
prad is the horizontal radiation on the surface in kW/m2. That
is assuming flat PV modules on the surface. SPV is the PV
surface in m2 (5330m2 for the demo-case divided in three
PV groups: 38.5% of the surface is in PV 1, 23% in PV 3
and 38.5 in PV 4), ηPV = 0.158 is the conversion efficiency
of the PV modules, ηbos = 0.91 is the system efficiency. In
order to correct the equation to take into account unavoidable
shadowing, the modules’ tilt angle, orientation angle etc. a
correction factor cF (in this case taken as 0.95) is added to
the equation. Thus, the total PV equations are:

P̂GnPV
(t) = PnPV

(t)+PLnPV
(t) ∀t ∈ [t, t+1, ..., t+h] (44)

PGnPV ,πP
(t) ≤ PnPV

(t) + PLnPV
(t) ≤ PGnPV ,πP

(t)

∀t ∈ [t+ h+ 1, ..., T ]
(45)

S2
inv,R16(t) ≥ (P̂GnPV

)2(t)+(QGnPV
)2(t) ∀t ∈ [t, t+1, ..., t+h]

(46)
S2
inv,nPV

(t) ≥ (PGnPV ,πP
)2(t) + (QGnPV

)2(t)

∀t ∈ [t+ h+ 1, ..., T ]
(47)

For all the simulations of this paper, different quantiles ranges
of historic PV production were tested. The conclusion out of
the results is that they do not influence on the most recent
results (with 1h ahead forecasts) since the short time forecast
is deterministic and updated every hour. Therefore, the system
is optimised for every time period without much influence of
the previous simulations (where historical PV quantile range
is considered). Thus, the results are shown for the last updated
time-steps (1h SARIMA forecasts) in this paper. Nonetheless,

the tool is capable to be developed further to carry schedul-
ing problems where both long and short term forecasts are
equally important, in the cases where deviations from the
24h scheduling may derive to economic penalisations. The
short term updated 1h forecasts are monthly SARIMA models
(created with the Python library [37]), which consists of two
models each month combined, with coefficients (1, 1, 1) for
the ARIMA part and (1, 1, 1, 24) for the seasonal part (the
seasonal term 24 refers to a 24h seasonality of the data, which
characterises PV production). These coefficients provided the
lowest error and fastest calculations with the available data.
The battery node is nB = B4. It is also of interest to
analyse the costs of the purchased energy in order to analyse
other battery services together with voltage control. For that
purpose, a multi-objective function is used. Historical day-
ahead electricity prices are used for the analysed distribution
grids, located in the zone of Kristiansand (southern Norway).
The data located on the nordpool website5 can be obtained
with hourly resolution from the year 2013 up to today. The
new problem formulation is then presented below:

min
u,x

a

T∑
t=1

N∑
i=1

vdev,i(t) + b

T∑
t=1

Cimport(t) · Pimport(t) ·∆t

s.t.
eqs. (1) to (9), (12) to (25), (28), (38), (39) and (44) to (47)

(48)

Here, a and b represent weighting parameters that evaluate the
case where voltage deviation or energy costs have more impor-
tance respectively. In the next section the optimisation problem
is inserted into the receding horizon algorithm. After that, in
Section V the operation of the system with different weighting
of the two objective function terms, voltage deviation on the
whole system and energy price Cimport are analysed.

IV. RECEDING HORIZON ALGORITHM

The receding horizon algorithm is presented in algorithm 1.
ndays is in this case set to 7 and ts (the horizon expansion
period) is 12 hours assuming that the new prices are known at
noon for the next day. Hd is the day’s length, that means 24
time-periods, or 24 hours. For every day the receding horizon
is applied. There are three types of situations. The first day,
the control is applied from the beginning of the first day until
the receding expansion period trec. The second case applies to
all days except first and last. In this second case, the receding
horizon loop is applied from trec to the next expansion of the
horizon (in total 24 hours). The third type of situation occurs
during the last day. There is no more horizon expansion and
therefore, the end period of the receding horizon is at the end
of the last day thndays

.

5https://www.nordpoolgroup.com/
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ndays, ts, t1, Hd;
for day = 0...ndays do

if day = ndays (last day) then
Last simulation period is the last period of the

day: T = thndays
;

The receding horizon is calculated until the end
of the day: trec = thndays

;
if day = 0 (first day) then

tperiod = t1;
T = tperiod +Hd − 1;
trec = tperiod + ts;

else
In the case of a day different from the first
T = tperiod + (Hd − 1) + (Hd − ts);
trec = tperiod +Hd;

end
for t = tperiod...trec do

Solve optimisation problem 48 for the time
vector [t...T ];

Save state of charge of the battery SoC(t);
tperiod = t+ 1, update the value of tperiod;

end
end

Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for a complete simulation with
receding horizon for the demo-case Skagerak EnergiLab.

V. RESULTS

In this section the results of the simulations are presented.
The operation and different use cases of the battery are
shown in the nodes of the system where the loads are larger.
That means that the risk for unacceptable voltage deviation
is higher, namely in node B2, where the floodlights of the
stadium are located. Also in node B4, where the battery is
connected.

The simulations were carried in four weeks of the year,
26th November-2nd December 2017, 23-29th April 2018, 8-
14th July 2018 and 6-12th August 2018 and the quantitative
analyses are shown in Tables I and II. Four different cases are
analysed. Case I considers no battery installed and no reactive
power use from PV and battery inverters. Case II considers the
installation of the battery and prioritises lower energy costs
(a = b = 1), but no reactive power is used. Case III is the
same as Case II but including reactive power. Finally, Case
IV is similar to Case III but changing the weighting of the
objective function to prioritise voltage deviation (a = 100,
b = 0.01).

In Figure 2 the operation of the studied battery is shown.
These results are shown for Case III with comparisons to
Case I (in Figure 2a) and to Cases I and II (in Figure 2d).
It is observed that under this configuration, the most optimal
solution seeks to charge the battery when the energy price is
lower and discharge when it increases, in order to decrease
energy import from the grid when prices are high (Figure 2a-
b). However, reactive power by the battery inverter is also

used to reduce voltage deviation in the system (Figure 2b-c),
despite of extra voltage peaks caused by the sudden charge
and discharge of the battery.

Figure 3 shows the effect of different weighting of the
objective function. Since it is difficult to compare both terms
(they do not have the same units), two extreme values are
analysed. Case I-III gives most of the priority to lower energy
costs and Case IV to prioritise lower voltage deviation. In
Figure 3a and b one can see that if voltage deviation is
preferred, the voltage peak is reduced compared to the other
case (Figure 3b). This is achieved by charging the battery
during the morning from energy from the grid (Figure 3a)
and use this charged energy during the floodlight use, as seen
in Figure 3c. This shows a coordination of active and reactive
power use to control voltage deviations locally. This can be
especially seen in Figure 3c, where the battery is discharged
during the use of the floodlights (8th of July, 4 − 6 p.m.) in
order to reduce the voltage peak. It is important to remark
that the studied network is very robust and voltage peaks
are always below unacceptable levels (a maximum voltage
deviations assumed as acceptable at the demo-case will be
±5%, following [38]).

It is observed that depending on the balance in the objective
function it can affect both voltage deviation and energy costs.
When voltage deviation is prioritised and reactive power is
used, the voltage deviations can be reduced up to 72% (Case
IV) compared to Case I, with no use of battery. This is caused
due to the use of active power to reduce voltage peaks, as well
as a smoother charge and discharge of the battery to avoid
extra voltage peaks. However, the energy costs are higher in
this case compared to Case I, considering the results of Table
II. Nonetheless, when a lower energy cost is preferred then,
the voltage deviations are larger (but still lower than without
battery thanks to reactive power use, as in Case III) and the
energy cost is slightly lower in comparison with the base case
with no battery (up to a 2.76% in November). The small
reduction in price is explained by the flat prices of electricity in
Norway, with a maximum standard deviation of 12.4C/MWh
in the week of November, which presents the large price peaks
(and therefore higher savings using the battery in Cases II and
III). In the other weeks this value varies from 2.24C/MWh
and 3.94C/MWh. In other cases with more fluctuating prices
the savings can be more significant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As seen in the simulations, the battery can offer an improved
voltage regulation by using reactive control (provided by the
inverter) and using its capacity to charge and discharge at spe-
cific times to affect the voltage levels. This has been described
in Section V, where a combination of active and reactive
control can reduce the system’s voltage deviation from 34% to
72%, depending on the priorities (energy arbitrage or voltage
control). One of the costs of the improved voltage regulation
is that the battery is limited to provide certain services like
energy arbitrage when voltage regulation is prioritised. That
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Fig. 2. Results of one day of operation, the 28th of November with 1h forecast values and weighting towards lower cost. Figure 2a represents the importing
power from the grid for Case III and Case I. One can appreciate the load shifting in Case III, from 4− 6 p.m. to 1− 3 a.m, where energy is cheaper. This
can be appreciated in Figure 2b, where the battery is charged when prices are low and discharged when they are high, causing this energy shift in Figure 2a
(reducing the energy costs in 2.8% or 22C for that day). In Figure 2c, the active and reactive power at battery node (B2) is represented for Case III. It
is observed that the inverter uses positive reactive power (a total of 5.01Mvar) in Case III to compensate the voltage drop in the line (achieving a 71.1%
reduction in the voltage deviation for that day compared to Case I and 72.7% compared to Case II). Nevertheless, the use of reactive power decreases when
active power is used to charge and discharge the battery, since it has to fulfil the inverter equation (24). In Figure 2d, the voltage at the node B2 is represented,
which is the node with highest voltage drops due to the stadium floodlights. It is seen that the use of reactive power reduces considerably the voltage peak,
but the battery causes at the same time extra voltage peaks when charging and discharging.

TABLE I
SUM OF ALL VOLTAGE DEVIATIONS AND CHANGE COMPARED TO CASE I

(%)∑
vdev(p.u.) Case I Case II Case III Case IV

November 11.24 12.70 7.41 4.54
April 27.39 28.89 17.55 15.47
July 15.84 16.57 6.33 5.53
August 12.84 14,14 6.29 3.60
change (%) Case I Case II Case III Case IV
November 0.0 13.0 -34.0 -59.6
April 0.0 5.5 -35.9 -43.5
July 0.0 4.6 -60.0 -65.1
August 0.0 10.1 -51.0 -72.0

is caused by the relationship between fast charge and discharge
with voltage peaks.

The installation of a battery can bring multiple benefits to
a LV distribution network. It can be used for energy arbitrage
and load shifting, as seen in the previous section (with the
corresponding price reduction of up to 2.72%). Other services
such as peak shaving could also be provided. Additionally,

TABLE II
ENERGY COSTS (C/WEEK) AND CHANGE COMPARED TO CASE I (%)

E. Costs (C) Case I Case II Case III Case IV
November 5,723.67 5,565.94 5,565.94 5,744.54
April 2,176.54 2,141.71 2,141.71 2,205.33
July 4,414.42 4,405.22 4,405.22 4,462.93
August 4,416.92 4,386.52 4,386.52 4,443.63
Change (%) Case I Case II Case III Case IV
November 0.00 -2.76 -2.76 0.36
April 0.00 -1.60 -1.60 1.32
July 0.00 -0.21 -0.21 1.10
August 0.00 -0.69 -0.69 0.60

the battery can contribute to the grid stability by employing
reactive power provided by its inverter to reduce the large
voltage deviations. The same services can be provided by
photovoltaic systems, reducing peaks greatly and thus avoid-
ing active power curtailment. The battery can also provide
voltage regulation by using its active power and capacity,
which means using its stored energy to supply a nearby high
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Fig. 3. Different priorities in the cost function, from more weighting of the energy costs (a = 1, b = 1, Case III) to more priority of voltage deviations
(a = 100, b = 0.01, Case IV). In Figure 3a, the power import from the grid (at node 1) on the 8th of July 2018 is shown. In Figure 3b, the voltage
profile of the node where the floodlights are located (B2) can be seen. The different charging strategies of the battery are displayed in Figure 3c for the days
8-10th of July 2018.

load (peak), buffering slightly the voltage peak. However, the
opposite trends of the weighting terms of the objective function
indicate the need for a way to quantify both terms of the cost
function in C, by for example modelling the local market, and
considering the investment and operational costs of the battery.
Then, an optimal solution with the lowest overall costs could
be achieved.

The battery can also help integrating PV systems into the
grid by storing energy that is not needed at the generation
time. However, in the studied demo-case the loads where
high and PV produced power was always consumed. Due
to the linearisation of the power flow equations employed
in this paper, the possibility of analysing network losses
was not possible, but it can be implemented in the future.
Regarding investment deferral, the studied demo-case network
is currently very strong. Most of the cables are largely under
capacity limits, and for example the cable connecting to the
floodlights has a maximum peak of 47.2% in the week with
the highest load. During other time steps the used capacity
is much lower. That means it is difficult to prove that the
battery can be used to defer grid investment upgrades, but
with the methods developed in this paper it would be possible
to test in other networks, comparing the battery costs with the
installation of new lines.

Another outcome of this study is the Python tool. It will be
further developed as part of the IPN project IntegER, in order
to assess future studies. The flexibility of its structure facilitate
the creation and modification of new data modules, the use of
different solvers depending on the available licences, etc.

There are several research aspects presented in this paper
that may be continued forward. The model and Python tool are

flexible enough to be used in future challenges. Here are some
of the aspects that can be further discussed without giving
them any particular preference:

• The linearisation of the power flow equations can be
improved by adding power losses and improving the
accuracy. That would allow answering more research
questions about battery use.

• The analysis of different grid topologies and different
loads can be useful to provide a more complete study
of the battery uses in a LV network.

• Since batteries suffer from ageing and degradation, it is
reasonable to study these phenomena on the battery, and
suggest operation guidelines and economic consequences.

• The estimation of PV generation can be improved ap-
plying diffusive radiation to obtain a more precise power
calculation.

• Even though the system is optimised, the real PV pro-
duction and the real time response of the system to
unexpected PV change needs to be further explored. So
far, 1h forecasts are considered to be the same as the real
production.

• More exact short-term forecasts can be explored, con-
sidering exogenous values like cloud coverage. The lack
of this data during the paper period did not allow the
improvement of these models.

• Other alternatives for 24h PV forecasts can be tested to
improve the current problem formulation. Some examples
include stochastic methods such as scenarios or 24h
forecasts with or without include weather information
depending on the availability of it.

• Other economical markets and frameworks (different util-
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ity tariffs, other countries, etc.) can be tested in order
to analyse the benefits of installing a battery (energy
arbitrage, peak shaving, load shifting, PV integration).

• The possibility of coordination between the different
voltage control elements to provide a more stable voltage
profile in the whole system could be investigated as well.

• Make a purely economic analysis (including investment
and operation) where the battery is used to obtain the
maximum economic benefit and thus, voltage control is
used to keep the voltage within acceptable limits.
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